VanRaam Fun2Go Side-By-Side Tandem

Benefits

• It is possible to connect the FunTrain to the Fun2Go
• When attached, you will have 1 driver and 3 passengers
• All 4 riders can pedal
• No step in, easy to take your seat
• Comfortable, adjustable seat with backrest
• Simple seat adjustment
• Many drive systems possible for both driver and passenger
• Easy to use, safe, stable and firm
• Great for therapy
**Description**

The Funtrain is an automatic, hydraulic braked double rider cycle trailer, which can be attached behind an existing or new Fun2Go side by side bike. In this manner an attendant can safely ride with three co-riders or usually with one co-rider on the Fun2Go itself. A tow bar is simply fitted on the existing Fun2Go.

The Funtrain has a safety lock which cannot come off on its own and an automatic, hydraulic, overrun brake. The driver of the front double rider bike thus has 100% control over the Funtrain and Fun2Go. The driver is the only one who steers and brakes, all the four riders can pedal along. Optionally, it can also be determined for the co-riders individually whether they must pedal, with the same speed or different speed or need not pedal at all. The Funtrain itself has a foldable support wheel to move the detachable double rider bike trailer easily. You can even attach two Funtrains behind a Fun2Go so that six people can cycle together.

It is possible to contain 2 funtrains behind a Fun2Go, then you can cycle with 6 persons. For all the options available for this bike, see the pricelist of the FunTrain.
Make the ride a big party!
Standard equipment

- Hydraulic overrun brake
- Hydraulic disc brakes
- Basket
- Environmentally friendly paint
- Parking brake
- Lock
- Adjustable seat
- Lighting
- Cushion seat

Specifications

- Inside leg length (adjustable): 75-90 cm
- Boarding height: None cm
- Sitting height: 61 cm
- Weight Bicycle: +/- 67 kg
- Max. cycle length: 197 cm
- Max. cycle width: 113 (incl. armrest) cm
- Wheel size: 20
- Brakes: Adjustable
- Standard color (customizable): Black/silver
- Max. User weight p.p.: 120 kg

Standard including: bell, basket, towbar set e.d.

Useful Links

- User manual FunTrain
- Product Guide VanRaam
- Videos for FunTrain
- VanRaam Warranty
- Price Sheet
- VanRaam Product Page